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At any given time, 0.7% of 
the world is drunk. So 50 
million people are drunk 
right now.

P R O J E C T  B R I E F

On Tap is an app for those experienced in all 
things beer and those who want to be. It is easy 
to use, educational, and informational. Beer 
lovers can personalize their profile with options 
like beer preferences, locations, allergies, and 
more. 

On Tap includes a unique feature that allows 
users to connect through friendly competition.    
Users can invite each other to games and 
watch their scores on the leaderboard. The 
target audience is everyone 21+ with a love for 
craft beer and sharing it with others.
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Cenosi l l icaphobia is  the fear 
of  an empty beer  glass.
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O B S E R VAT I O N S

During the beginning stages of this project, 
my team and I brainstormed about what our 
audience needed, and how to satisfy those 
goals through new and nontraditional ways. 
Through researching other apps with a similar 
concept, we determined what aspects were 
necessary and what we could improve.
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COMPETITOR
RESEARCH

– +

One of the apps we focused our 
research on was Untappd.

Untappd is a geosocial networking 
service and mobile phone application 
that allows its users to check in as they 
drink beers, and share these check-ins 
and their locations with their friends.

excess information

cluttered layout

vague information

confusing home menu

beer % and rating

networking aspect

trending beer

OBSERVATIONS 9
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SURVEY +
RESULTS

OBSERVATIONS 11

My group and I composed a survey of 
eight questions directed at their drinking 
preferences. This provided us more insight into 
what our target audience wanted. Through 
the 43 responses we received, we were able to 
focus on the good stuff.

Would it be helpful to know which beers an 
establishment had on tap before going there?

Would you be more open to trying new
drinks if you had a review system to reference?

How frequently do you go out and drink craft beer?

once a month + once every 2 weeks

once a week every 3-5 days every 1-2 days

yes no maybe

yes no maybe
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The strongest beer 
in the world has 
a 67.5% alcohol 
content.

C R E A T I O N

Next was designing the movement of our app. 
We started by sketching a flowchart, then later 
translated it to digital.  The intention was to 
focus on how we wanted our app to operate 
while temporarily setting the visual component 
aside.
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FLOWCHARTS

As a team we decided on one direction, 
and individually created flowcharts to 
represent the app. The sketch above 
allowed me to quickly throw out ideas 
and initial thoughts. The following 
flowchart created by a team member is 
the digital mockup.
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OnTap
Username

Porter
Password

Deschutes... 3.7 mi

Deschutes...
3.7 miles away

5.2% 

Locations Reviews

Similar
Beers Map

Explore Beer

Deschutes...

Deschutes...

Deschutes...
3.7 miles away

5.2%

Have you tried this beer?

Maybe later

Facebook

Share

In-app Message

Text Message

Review...

Yes, review

WIREFRAMES

The next step was completing a refined visual 
identity for our flowchart. A teammember 
translated our groups sketches into 
wireframes. This step was crucial in deciding a 
general theme for On Tap. Our concept for the 
app begins to shine in this phase.

OnTap
Username

Password

Explore Beer

Reviews Ben K.
Ben K.

Deschutes...
3.7 miles away

5.2% 

Locations

Similar
Beers Map

Reviews

Message

OnTap
Sign up

Login

Reviews

India Pale Ale
3.7 miles away

5.2% 

Locations Reviews

Similar
Beers Map

Sign up

Name

Location

Birthday

Allergies
Gluten

Malt

Allergies

Cindy L.

FavoritesR eviews

YesN o

Map Locations
Filter

Distance

Price

Color

Submit



At the Wife Carrying World 
Championships in Finland, 
first prize is the wife’s 
weight in beer.
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T E S T I N G

Through the creation of On Tap I learned just 
how crucial testing is. Concepts often seem 
obviously clear until they are seen by another 
individual. I often relied on my audiences 
reaction for success. Many of the directions I 
chose to pursue were based off of how users 
interacted with testing.
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USER
TESTING

My group started with fictitious user 
testing. We created personas and 
paired each situation with wireframes 
similar to how they would interact with 
the app.

Next we sketched potential layouts and 
physically tested them with others. This 
allowed us to recognize the gaps in our 
concept and how to improve our idea.

TESTING 23
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SCENARIO 1

TESTING 25

Cindy L. just turned 21 and is 
interested in trying out On Tap to 
find a new craft beer near her that 
she will enjoy. Cindy will make 
an On Tap account that includes 
her Name, Age, Location, and 
Allergies. Cindy is allergic to Malt, 
and so she has to find a beer 
without it to prevent a severe 
allergic reaction.

Once Cindy has made an account 
she can explore beers, look for 
beers that her friends have talked 
about, and read reviews about 
beers that are near her location. 
Cindy goes into her profile and 
turns the allergy filter on to make 
sure that she is not lead to a beer 
that she is not able to drink. She 
is curious about what beers are 
in her surrounding area, so she 
goes to the Map. She then sees all 

the beers that are in her area, but 
there are way too much to choose 
from. She goes to the Map Filter 
tab and indicates that she is 
looking for a beer that is within 
a 5 mile radius of her current 
location, fairly inexpensive, and 
light in color.

After inputting the specifications, 
she sees that there are 3 beers 
in two different bars that are on 
tap in her area. She clicks on one 
at the Downward Dog – India 
Pale Ale. She looks at the India 
Pale Ale Beer Profile reviews and 
concludes that this is the beer 
that she wants to try. She then 
hits the Navigate button that 
takes her out of the app and into 
Google Maps and puts her on 
route for Downward Dog – India 
Pale Ale.

OnTap
Sign up

Login

India Pale Ale
3.7 miles away

5.2% 

Locations Reviews

Similar
Beers Map

Sign up

Name

Location

Birthday

Allergies
Gluten

Malt

Allergies

Cindy L.

FavoritesR eviews

YesN o

Map Locations
Filter

Distance

Price

Color

Submit
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SCENARIO 2

TESTING 27

Ashley H. is a 22 year old 
college student at Oregon State 
University. During the weekend, 
she enjoys going to the local bars 
in Corvallis. She frequently uses 
On Tap to explore new beers. On 
the app, Ashley always likes to 
read and leave reviews of beers 
that she has tried. 

She opens On Tap and begins 
to scroll through new beers 
on the home page. Obsidian 
Stout catches her eye.  There 
are endless reviews, but wants 
to personally talk to someone 
who has tried it. Ashley finds a 
positive review left by Ben K. They 

discuss how much Ben liked the 
beer and he also recommended 
great places she should go to try 
Obsidian Stout. 

She goes back to the beer profile 
and looks at the list of local bars 
that sell Obsidian Stout. Using 
the map feature, she discovers 
Clodfelters on Monroe Avenue 
has this beer on tap and navigates 
to the bar. 

OnTap
Username

Password

Explore Beer

Deschutes...
3.7 miles away

5.2% 

Locations

Similar
Beers Map

Reviews

Ben K.

Message

Ben K.
Reviews



OnTap
Username

Password

Explore Beer

Porter

Deschutes... 3.7 mi

Deschutes...
3.7 miles away

5.2%

Have you tried this beer?

Maybe later

Yes, review

Deschutes...

Review...

Deschutes...
3.7 miles away

5.2% 

Locations Reviews

Similar
Beers Map

Deschutes...

Facebook

Share

In-app Message

Text Message
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SCENARIO 3

TESTING 29

Cindy L. just turned 21 and is 
interested in trying out On Tap to 
find a new craft beer near her that 
she will enjoy. Cindy will make 
an On Tap account that includes 
her Name, Age, Location, and 
Allergies. Cindy is allergic to Malt, 
and so she has to find a beer 
without it to prevent a severe 
allergic reaction.

Once Cindy has made an account 
she can explore beers, look for 
beers that her friends have talked 
about, and read reviews about 
beers that are near her location. 
Cindy goes into her profile and 
turns the allergy filter on to make 
sure that she is not lead to a beer 
that she is not able to drink. She 
is curious about what beers are 
in her surrounding area, so she 
goes to the Map. She then sees all 

the beers that are in her area, but 
there are way too much to choose 
from. She goes to the Map Filter 
tab and indicates that she is 
looking for a beer that is within 
a 5 mile radius of her current 
location, fairly inexpensive, and 
light in color.

After inputting the specifications, 
she sees that there are 3 beers 
in two different bars that are on 
tap in her area. She clicks on one 
at the Downward Dog – India 
Pale Ale. She looks at the India 
Pale Ale Beer Profile reviews and 
concludes that this is the beer 
that she wants to try. She then 
hits the Navigate button that 
takes her out of the app and into 
Google Maps and puts her on 
route for Downward Dog – India 
Pale Ale.
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D E V E L O P M E N T

Ah, yes. The development phase. This is where 
all the sketches and testing becomes worth 
it. At this point we left our group environment 
and continued developing On Tap individually.  
I  was tasked with designing logos, icons, and 
layouts. 

In Argentina, political parties 
have their own brands of beer.
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36 DEVELOPMENT

ICON
DEVELOPMENT

I was excited to start creating the logo and icon 
for this app. I began sketching the directions I 
visualized in my head. Through feedback from 
my peers, I realized what concepts were strong 
and which lacked merit.
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SCREEN
DEVELOPMENT

The early stages of screen 
development included sketches 
of potential layouts and ideas, 
and then creating these concepts 
digitally to get a feel for theme and 
color palette.

5 . 2 %

L O C AT I O N S R E V I E W S

S I M I L A R  B E E R F I N D  O N  M A P

D E S C H U T E S  B L A C K  
B U T T E  P O R T E R

H O M EC O N N E C T P R O F I L E M A P S E A R C H

D E S C H U T E S  B L A C K  
B U T T E  P O R T E R 5 . 2 %
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H O M EC O N N E C T P R O F I L E M A P S E A R C H



IMPLEMENTATION

It’s pretty cool, I’d check it out if I were you.

162,719 pints of 
Guinness beer are 
wasted each year 
due to mustaches.
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Concept ........... Step 01
Sketch .............. Step 02
Wireframe ......... Step 03
Illustrator ......... Step 04
Adobe XD ......... Step 05



LET’S GO

On Tap requires users to log in 
or sign up with a phone number 
and password. It’s friendly and 
accessible allows quick access to 
finding the perfect beer.

Below are the three questions 
asked when creating a new 
account.
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HOME +
SEARCH
The app opens to a list of nearby 
beer alongside it’s rating, ABV, and 
IBU. This screen includes options 
to filter per color, type, etc, and to 
check out the profile of a specific 
beer.

On Tap’s search feature provides 
easy access to desired beer and 
locations. The location tab acts as 
gps for all your beer needs.

These tools allow you to discover 
new beer, find who has it on tap, 
and to see what beer each location 
has available.
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BEER
PROFILE
Each beer has a personalized 
profile and bio. Options include 
locations where the beer is on tap, 
list of reviews, finding similar beer, 
and showing where it is on tap 
near you.
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USER
PROFILE
Each user can  personalize their 
profile with allergy preferences, 
profile pictures, and more. Options 
include viewing your saved beers 
and written reviews.
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CONNECT WITH
BEER LOVERS
The connect tab encourages 
friendly competition. This screen 
allows you to view your high score, 
message other users, view the 
leaderboard, and invite others to 
compete in drinking games.
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